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food webs The more knowledge there is ibout
a particular food web the more complex it be
comes However for general comparative pur
poses it is possible to disregard the detail of species
and to group together all organisms with similar
food habits When this is done a relationship
known as pyramid of numbers often appears m
which oigamsms at the base of a food chain (the
primarj producers) are extremely abundant vhile
those at the apex (the final consumers) are rela
tively few in number
Prodnctiuly The validity of using numbers of
individuals in such an analysis is often open to
question especially when ecosystems are to be
compared For example a comparison between
numbers of herring and numbers of whales as final
consumers in two pyramidal systems is not very
informative This difficulty is partially overcome
by using estimates of the total weight (biomass) of
organisms at each level rather than their number
Even this has disadvantages because determi
nations of biomass give a measure of the amount of
material present at any one time (the standing
crop) but give no indication of the amount of
material being produced or the rate of its pro
duction (the productivity) In some parts of the
sea for example the biomass of small animals
forming the zooplankton is greater than that of the
plant life or phytoplankton on which it depends
for food This seems to contravene the pyramid
concept However the rate of production of new
material by the phytoplankton is very much
greater than by the zooplankton so that if taken
over a year the total amount of plant material
produced would far exceed the total production of
animal material Productivity is a concept of
great practical and theoretical importance It
may be determined in terms of the actual organic
maienal produced in an area over a set period of
tune or more usefullv in terms of the amounts of
energy transferred and, stored at each food level
again over a set period of time
Under natural conditions only 1 to 5 per cent of
the light falling on a plant is converted by its
photosynthetic system into chemical energy con
tamed m the material of its tissues Similarly
herbivores which consume plants will pass on to
their predators only some 10 per cent of the energy
contained in the plant material they eat These
low values for photosynthetic efficiency and eco
logical efficiency respectively are due to the fact
that most of the energy appears as heat durmg the
metabolic reactions needed to sustain life and only
a small amount is incorporated into new tissue
It is easy to see that the form of a pyramid of
numbers can he explained in terms of low eco
logical efficiency as can the observation that a
food cham rarely has more than five links The
loss of energy at each stage must mean that each
succeeding stage becomes smaller and smaller m
number and that the number of stages is severely
limited
Human Population and Food The present very
large increase in human population and the pre
dieted rise from 3 300 million in 1968 to 6 000
million in the year 2000 has led to a pressing need
for the controlled exploitation of food resources in
the world Consideration of the processes of
energy transfer suggests that man should be
mainly herbivorous They also suggest that
present agricultural crops with the possible excep
tion of sugar cane do not achieve aa high a primary
productivity as that encountered m some natural
ecosystems Crops rarely achieve complete plant
cover of the land throughout the growing season
so as to trap the Tnn.Yjpimn amount of sunlight
It would be necessary to mix crops to do this
effectively and there would then be complicated
harvesting problems
If man remains an omnlvore as he almost
certainly win fcheu his domestic food a.-niTn«.Ta will
continue to be herbivorous as they axe at present
though whether they will be the same herbivores
is less easy to predict Beef cattle raised on grass
land convert only 4 per cent of the energy in the
plants of their environment into similar chemical
energy in their tissues At the present tune
 intensive farming practices are being empos ed to
improve conversion usually by harvesting plant
mateml processing it and bringing it to the
animals which are housed in special buildings
This cuts down on the wastage of plant food be
cause it can be grown under better conditions and
less of it is consumed by animals other than the
cattle Careful breeding and the limitation of the
period over -which livestock is raised to that of
maximum growth efficiency have also contributed
to conversions of some 35 per cent achieved in the
case of broiler chickens and calves The moral
problems raised by these methods and the circum
stances which make them neces ary give rise to
widespread concern
Fish are also an important part of man s diet
and again an understanding of the ecology of food
fish is important in running efficient fisheries
Many populations have been overfished so that
returns have gone down in spite of intensified fish
ing effort The fisheries scientist is concerned to
discover the limit at which the maximum number
of fish can be taken without depleting the popu
lation year by year Research is also gome on
into possible methods of enclosing and farming
areas of the sea or estuanet
Population Dynamics
Factors such as those outlined above interact
to determine the size and character of any popu
lation of living organism Study of the numbers
of organisms in a population together with their
change and regulation forms a branch of the sub
jeet of considerable practical importance known as
population dynamics
Numbers of animals and plants tend to increase
up to the capacity of the environment at which
stage some essential resouice will exert a limiting
effect The rate of increase will be determined toy
the balance between reproduction rate and mortal
ity As Malthus appreciated adults of any
organism tend to replace themselves by a greater
number of progeny and in the absence of losses by
mortality and other factors there is a vast
potential for increase in all populations If an
organism doubles its number in a year there will
be a 1 000 fold increase m 10 years and a 10
million fold increase in 20 years Increase of this
type soon leads to shortages and overcrowding so
that mortality goes up the net rate of increase
diminishes and finally an equilibrium is reached
with no further increase in number The change
from low to high numbers with the passage of time
follows an S shaped curve starting slowly
becoming faster and faster and then slowing down
to equilibrium
"When a population reaches eauilibrium the
numbers are kept at a steady level by factors such
as competition for food refuge or space These
factors are said to be density dependent because
greater numbers in the population intensify the
competition and increase mortality lower numbers
decrease competition and favour survival Abun
dance is therefore regulated by density dependent
processes arising from interactions first between
individuals making up the population and
secondly between the population under con
sideration and other populations whose members
may be competitors, predators or food The level
of abundance at which this regulation occurs may
vary greatly and will be determined at least in
part by general environmental factors such as
temperature rainfall amount of sunlight the
nature of the vegetation and so on
Human population is increasing rapidly at the
present time mainly because of the fall in. death
rate Food production is also increasing but in
some areas of the world supply and requirement
are so evenly matched that drought or war are
inevitably followed by a famine Though the
human population haa not yet reached the stage of
equilibrium, it ia clear that ultimately it must be
subject to forces of regulation similar to those that
control populations of other organisms Birth
rate cannot exceed death rate indefinitely to any
living organism By limiting the size of families it
is possible for man to achieve a population equiH
bnum at levels lower than those at which regu
latlve factors such as famine or aggression must

